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From the Editors

A Continuing Discussion on Connectivity

Click anywhere on the above image to watch Editor-in-Chief Scott Bogren and Editor Rich Sampson
discuss the features and themes of this edition of DigitalCT
www.ctaa.org
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CDTLS can provide funding in
support of transportation facility construction or renovation.
Across the country local transit
services are building facilities
and promoting economic development through transportation.
Sustainable economic development can be dependent on an
intermodal transportation system
that includes rail or bus. Financing
is meant to facilitate or enhance
community transportation activities and to promote intermodal
activities and mobility.

Financing available with negotiable
terms and low interest rates.

CDTLS is dedicated to improving mobility opportunities and
enhancing economic development
through community transportation.

Dale J. Marsico, CCTM
1341 G Street, NW, 10th Floor
Washington, DC 20005
Tel: 202.415.9682
Fax: 202.737.9197
E-mail: marsico@ctaa.org
Web: www.ctaa.org

Why use CDTLS?
• Flexible financing options
• Negotiable interest rates
• Key partnerships

Eligible Applicants: Private companies, non-profit organizations,
and state or local governments
supporting community transportation and intermodal activities.
Criteria: Adequate collateral and
a priority of promoting economic
development in low-income areas.
For further information or a loan
application contact:
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June 2-7, 2013
ALBUQUERQUE
NM
COMMUNITY TRANSPORTATION

EXPO

The Community Transportation Association of America’s Annual EXPO
Conference will be coming to Albuquerque, New Mexico June 2-7, 2013.
The Community Transportation EXPO is a meeting place for people who want to expand
their horizons on issues of mobility, transportation and how to build strong communities.
People that attend EXPO are operators of community transportation systems, drivers, supervisors, dispatchers, local planners, mobility managers, workforce development professionals, elected officials, federal, state and local government administrators and anyone
interested in building a more mobile society.
The conference has several elements:
•
•
•
•
•

The National Community Transportation Roadeo
One, two or three day intensive training sessions
The Community Transportation Trade Fair
Professional Development Sessions on vital mobility issues, and
Dynamic general sessions

For the latest details on EXPO 2013, visit www.ctaa.org/expo

In the meantime, expand your familiarity with the work of community and
public transportation providers across the Land of Enchantment by re-viewing
our Summer 2012 edition of DigitalCT...(click on the image to the left)
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Voices from the Community

Spring 2013

Transit Managers Discuss Connectivity, First-Hand
Newly-elected CTAA Board President Barb Cline — executive director of Prairie Hills Transit in Spearfish, South Dakota — joins the
CTPodcast to discuss community and public transit at the local, state
and national levels. With a service area of more than 12,000 square
miles, Cline’s experience in providing rural transit meeting health
care, employment and general public transit needs, has helped guide
her efforts with the Dakota Transit Association and with CTAA.
From safety certification to bus capital needs to non-emergency medical transportation, this lively conversation covers a wide variety of vital transit topics.

Click on the microphone icon to the right to listen to the discussion.
Butch McDuffie — Transit Manager for Athens Transit — joins the
CT Podcast to discuss his agency and its operations. Having spent
11 years in Athens, McDuffie describes the system’s growth and the
impact of serving so many younger passengers (Athens is home to
the University of Georgia). He also covers the unique challenges
of today’s small-urban transit operator in terms of both capital and
operating issues. Says McDuffie: “The work we do at Athens Transit
makes a difference in people’s lives.”

Click on the microphone icon to the right to listen to the discussion.
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BREATHE EASY

All operators and drivers should be concerned when a rider boards
with O2. Oxygen cylinders that are hand carried, slung on a chair
or placed on the vehicle floor are a liability and extremely
hazardous. A sudden turn or collision can send tanks flying,
resulting in impact injuries to the rider, other passengers or
the driver. If the tank is compromised and flammable gas fills
the vehicle compartment, everybody on board is in grave danger.

The safe and secure GO2 floor mounts to L-Track fittings
when it is needed and where it is needed. It holds O2
cylinders size M2 to E keeping them visible and accessible to the
passenger -- so they can breathe easy too.
TO LEARN MORE, GO TO:

SURE-LOK.COM/GO2
*patent pending

800.866.0004
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Editor’s Note

Spring 2013

A Different Kind of Connectivity
By Scott Bogren
I’m not just a transit advocate and writer,
I’m also a rider — a multi-modal passenger
dependent upon the type of connectivity we
feature in this edition of DigitalCT. Every
day, both bus and rail. This commentary,
however, is not a call to action or a summation of the excellent connectivity articles
herein. Nope. This piece is focused on an
entirely different form of connectivity — that
between fellow human beings.
Because I know how difficult a job it is
driving a transit bus everyday through rush
hour traffic, in bad weather, dealing with
all manor of passengers, I make it a point,
everyday, to thank my driver on my way out
of the bus. It’s just a little thing I do, my
contribution, hopefully, to their day. I do this
not because I’ve spent the past two decades
advocating for and writing about community
and public transportation.

work.” I shook his hand, introduced myself
and off I went.
There’s a lot to focus on in the community
and public transportation industry right now
— funding, regulatory and legislative issues,
to mention but a few. But in all of these
challenges, please don’t lose sight of the
most basic human connectivity that all forms
of community and public transportation
regularly create. Whether it’s the vanpool
riders discussing the news of the day on the
way home, an older adult looking to extend
her trip because it provides vital social interaction, commuter rail riders saving seats for
their friends or drivers like Tony, reaching
out to make that connection, bringing people
together is one benefit to all forms of transit
we too often overlook.
Human connectivity. Imagine that. Thanks
Tony, for the timely reminder.

Last week, my bus driver stopped me on
the way out of the bus and said, simply, “I
just wanted to thank you for always taking
the time to say thanks. It means a lot to me.”
He smiled, held out his hand and finished
with: “My name’s Tony, have a great day at
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Commentary

Spring 2013

It’s 2013 – And Connectivity Still Matters
In 2008, as the federal surface transportation law known as SAFETEA-LU entered its
final months, the Community Transportation
Association of America (CTAA) published
its New Surface Mobility Vision for America.
Central to this vision was connecting together the various transportation modes and
systems that previous transportation laws had
successfully built. Five years ago, we wrote:
“It is not enough to build successful, standalone public transportation operations in
urban and rural areas. We must reliably and
cost effectively connect these two service
modes regionally if public transportation is
to respond to the real mobility needs of the
American public. Linking mobility is the
future path for consumers, regardless of the
origin of the trip.”
The foundation in CTAA’s vision for the nation’s surface transportation network was that
it had to respond to the ways in which Americans were — and are — living, working, going
to school, accessing health care and more. At
the time, we envisioned a robust, diversified
investment stream in surface transportation
that would leverage local and state funds
to build the world’s most connected, multimodal community and public transportation
network. Then the economy crashed, surface
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transportation programs endured four years
of federal law extensions, and the conversation changed from one of growth to one
focused on federal investment cuts.
This edition of DigitalCT picks up that vital
connectivity thread and builds upon it. Five
years ago, we called on the federal government to establish connectivity as a key facet
to surface transportation investment. Yet the
eventual legislative successor to SAFETEALU — 2012’s MAP-21 — fails to address this
critical issue. The vision for connectivity is
left to local communities and states, deploying local and state investment.
Indeed, the articles in this edition of DigitalCT on North Carolina, Southwest Wisconsin and Blacksburg, Va., highlight exactly how
local communities and states have assumed
the connectivity leadership in their planning,
development and funding activities. These
areas, led by capable local leaders, residents
and the business community, have chosen
not to wait around for the federal investment
to materialize.

A New Surface
Transportation Vision
for America

TRANSPORTATION
COMMUNITY

YOUR MAGAZINE. YOUR STORY.

This edition shows how connectivity and
regionalism still very much matter, and are
central to community and public transit’s
future.
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Transit in the Triangle Region:
An Acute Sense of Connectivity

By Rich Sampson

A rendering of the central intermodal facility in downtown Durham.

There’s several metropolitan regions that are
known for their pairing of two key cities within
an hour’s bus or train ride of each other – Minnesota’s Twin Cities of Minneapolis and St.
Paul immediately come to mind, as do the combinations of Seattle-Tacoma and Dallas–Fort
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Worth that are bolstered by airport codes like
Sea-Tac and DFW. Even Baltimore and Washington, D.C. find their way into groupings as
a cohesive metropolitan region. And yet none
incorporate three major – yet distinct – communities as the region defined by a geometric
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identifier: the Research Triangle in North Carolina.
The cities of Raleigh, Durham and Chapel
Hill define North Carolina’s largest region of
connected communities, and the metropolitan
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Next Page

Triangle Transit

area is one of the most prosperous in the nation. And yet, in spite of the area’s economic
strength and growing population, it does not
include a unifying mobility network to further
enhance the region’s prosperity. This is the goal
of Our Transit Future, the comprehensive connectivity initiative led by Triangle Transit, the
region’s metropolitan transit provider.

cost-benefit formulas in the Federal Transit
Administration’s New Starts program in 2005
that led Triangle Transit to suspend its rail
transit efforts. Those changes – instituted by
the George W. Bush Administration – focused
only on travel time savings instead of other
measures such as access, economic development and environmental benefits. The halt in
momentum turned out to serve as an opportunity to refresh the landscape for transit’s role

in the region’s future. While rail transit would
still form the spine of an upgraded mobility
network, a more robust vision for a portfolio of
services came into focus.
Triangle Transit led a joint effort with the two
Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs)
in the region – the Capital Area MPO and the
Durham-Chapel Hill-Carrboro MPO – as well
as the North Carolina Department of Trans-

The Long Path to Connectivity
Comprised of Orange, Durham and Wake
Counties – home to the cities of Chapel Hill,
Durham and Raleigh, respectively – the Research Triangle region has been considering
an enhanced regional transit network for more
than two decades. Leaders in the three-county
area along with Triangle Transit officials released their first study on connectivity in 1992,
which prioritized linking regional economic
growth opportunities with potential locations
for new growth aligned with transit corridors
that could shape land use and respond to development trends. That mission would define
the Triangle Region’s path towards improved
connectivity that continues today.
A series of plans, engineering studies and
design phases aimed at constructing a regional
light-rail network emerged through the late
1990s and early 2000s before changes to the
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Triangle Transit
portation’s Public Transit Division and the
Triangle J Council of Governments to shape a
more ambitious agenda for regional connectivity. Between the release of The Transit Blueprint Technical Analysis Project in 2007 and
the efforts of the community-led Special Transit Advisory Commission from 2007 through
2008, the region had identified not only lightrail service linking the three-county area, but
also enhancements of Triangle Transit’s existing local bus options, new commuter bus and
rail routes and integration of complimentary
mobility elements such as vanpooling, car and
bike sharing and sustainable community philosophies to form a region with multiple and
interconnected ways to move people more effectively that ultimately became known as Our
Transit Future. According to Triangle Transit
leaders, the credibility of the Advisory Commission – comprised of business, academic and
civic leaders – was as important as the results
of the effort.
“We needed to grow organically from other
points on the compass,” explains David King,
Triangle Transit’s General Manager since 2006.
“It became a period of refinement to take a
good two years to learn what we needed to do.”
Initiating Investment
The community support that was ultimately
galvanized into Our Transit Future set the stage
for key developments at the state level that
would allow not only the Triangle Region but
other counties and regions across North Carolina to establish investment mechanisms to
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Triangle Transit already prioritizes connectivity between modes at its transit centers.

support enhanced mobility initiatives. Regional
support in the Triangle fostered even greater
momentum from transit and environmental
activists in the state to boost support for State
House Bill 148, which would allow counties to hold referendums for voters to approve
sales taxes dedicated for transit projects. The
legislation would also release state funding for
projects once local investments are approved by
voters. The North Carolina General Assembly
passed the measure in summer 2009, which
was signed into law by then-Governor Bev
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Perdue that August. Last November, former
Charlotte Mayor Pat McCrory – a longtime
supporter of transit in his city – was elected
Governor, likely ensuring a strong level of support for improved mobility at the state level.
“If they meet the same criteria that I asked
for when I was mayor of Charlotte, regarding
federal matching funds, and also if they meet
the ridership potential and do the right land
use, I will be working with my secretary to support those types of efforts,” said McCrory.
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Triangle Transit
As each county’s commission is satisfied
with the state of plans for transit plans to be
supported by new local revenues, they are
authorized to put new referenda before voters.
Durham County voters approved a one-half
cent sales tax for transit projects in November
2011 while Orange County voters followed suit
a year later. Although a referendum in Wake
County will not be held in 2013 due to a key
school bond measure already scheduled for
voter approval this year, local transit supporters
believe another year will provide opportunities to build ample public support to convince
county commissioners to authorize a referendum in 2014.
“County Commissioners hold the sole authority to schedule this referendum and that no
amount of pressure from the municipalities or
the public will sway them from their current
commitment to education, the school bond,”
said Tappan Vickery, Outreach Director for
WakeUP Wake County, a key advocacy organization for smart growth and sustainable communities in the region. “As a result, we were
making it worse by pushing for something they
were not going to budge on.”
Vickery hopes that after Wake County residents experience the substantial congestion
delays that are expected from construction on
Interstate 440 this year, they’ll be more willing
to push county commissioners to support the
transit referendum next year.
“It is a great hope that we will see progress in
2014, particularly because the I-440 construc-
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Triangle Transit
tion is literally going to stop traffic,” says Vickery. “It’s going to be so expansive. I don’t think
anyone has a clue how that’s going to affect
public and political pressure. With that reality
in front of us, we hope the Commissioners will
consider moving forward in 2014.”
The Full Vision
Although new investment in Wake County
is on hold for at least a year, Triangle Transit
will began collecting sales taxes in Orange
and Durham counties this month. That means
enhanced bus service for both local routes and
commuter lines will begin early next year, while
light rail plans in the two counties will move
closer to construction. The system connecting
Carrboro, Chapel Hill and Durham will span
17 miles and link the University of North
Carolina – Chapel Hill – the state’s largest
university – with Duke University and North
Carolina Central University via 17 stations.
Ultimately, if Wake County voters are able
to approve a referendum, the route will be
extended through the Research Triangle Park
and Cary to downtown Raleigh, with branches
to outlying communities such as Wake Forest, Garner and Apex, while a commuter rail
service would operate between Durham and
Garner, complimenting North Carolina’s
state-supported Amtrak service in the corridor. Leaders in Raleigh are also moving forward
with plans to relocate the city’s rail service to a
new Union Station.
In the meantime, new bus upgrades in Or-
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ange and Durham counties will provide connections between Carrboro, Chapel Hill and
Durham that will be filled in by light rail by
2025. This includes greater frequency, improved reliability with new buses, fewer fare
increases and outreach with planned car and
bike sharing programs and vanpool routes.
Moreover, Triangle Transit plans even greater
coordination and connectivity with the network
of local transit providers, including Raleigh’s
Capital Area Transit, North Carolina State
University’s Wolfline, C-Tran in Cary, Chapel
Hill Transit, Orange County Public Transportation, the Durham Area Transit Authority
as well as Duke Transit.
With many forthcoming enhancements to
connectivity in the Triangle Region, most local
leaders acknowledge the importance of public
support – especially the explicit approval of
voters in Orange and Durham counties – as the
crux of their future work.

with so much excitement in the rendering at
front of this article – considering their myriad
options to explore the Triangle Region: light
rail, commuter bus and rail, local bus service,
taxis, vanpools, a shared car or bike program.
The decades of plans, outreach, legislation and
construction needed to reach that point will
likely be irrelevant to that traveler, but were
absolutely paramount to achieving that level
of connectivity. And for leaders and officials
across the region, that work is crucial right
now.
“Time is of the essence,” says Triangle Transit’s Dave King. “We are sounding an alarm to a
fire that will be burning in 2020. But that’s tomorrow, so should we be worried about tomorrow today? Of course we should. We would be
in a better position to absorb the growth we’re
all talking about — and which nobody seems
to deny is coming — in a more graceful and
efficient way.”

“The votes are an important milestone for the
Triangle,” said Fred N. Day IV, Chairman of the
Triangle Transit Board of Trustees. “Today, we
can now begin to roll out more quality transportation for our growing region. We could not
have done this without the strong support of
citizens, elected officials and the business community.”
The Future Is Now
Decades from now, a passenger may be standing on one of the platforms at the multimodal
transit center in downtown Durham – depicted
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Scenic Mississippi Regional Transit:
A Connected Community
Responds to a New Transit
Provider
By Scott Bogren
Connectivity is the tie that binds many rural
regions together — economically, socially and
politically. In the far southwestern corner of
Wisconsin, the Scenic Mississippi Regional
Transit (SMRT) system has emerged in recent
months to serve employment, health care and
even education needs with a common-sense
approach borne out of the mobility management ethos. Binding together LaCrosse,
Vernon and Crawford Counties with regional
bus service that connects to urban fixed-route
transit, an airport, Jefferson Line intercity
bus and Amtrak train, local taxi service and
even volunteer-based medical trips, SMRT is
a concept rooted in local history yet altogether
forward-thinking in approach.
“This system is, in many ways, a rebirth of
the Greyhound system that effectively served
this region when I was growing up here,” says
Lynda Wilke, a mobility manager located in
Vernon County, heart of the three-county
service area that Scenic Mississippi Regional
Transit calls home. “SMRT is what coordina-
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S.M.R.T.
S.M.R.T. utilizes a fleet of five accessible vehicles.

ment: procuring funding from both the state
and local sources, and contracting for a provider. It proved to be a bumpy ride.
If at first you don’t succeed…

tion and collaboration are all about.”
SMRT: Built on a Solid Foundation of Transit Demand
As far back as 2008, Wilke recalls Vernon
County leaders’ concern with the lack of access to better paying jobs in both LaCrosse
County and the city of LaCrosse to the north,
and in Prairie du Chien in Crawford County
to the south. Peter Fletcher of the Mississippi
River Regional Planning Commission recalls
that at that same time, major employers in
Prairie du Chien like 3M and Cabelas sought
additional labor pools to tap.
“By 2010 the concept of a regional commuter bus system had emerged and in October of
that year we finished a feasibility study,” says
Fletcher.
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Initially, plans called for a direct connection between LaCrosse and Prairie du Chien
along Highway 35 that parallels the Mississippi River that gives the region its name.
Vernon County officials, however, suggested
an alternative route through its county seat of
Viroqua, a routing that would impact far more
people. The suggestion was adopted, and the
nascent system adopted the three routes it
runs today with Viroqua as its hub. One route
connects Prairie du Chien with Viroqua along
Highway 27 with stops along the way in a
number of small towns. The other two routes
both connect Viroqua with LaCrosse, covering the western and northern parts of Vernon
County.
With these initial planning stages finalized,
Fletcher, Wilke and the rest of SMRT’s advocates turned to the next phases of develop-
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In 2011 two immediate setbacks threatened
to derail the SMRT project before it ever
launched. The political situation in Wisconsin’s state capital of Madison was, to say the
least, unpredictable. A new Governor, Scott
Walker, had taken office with an austerity agenda and funding for any new projects
from the state was frozen. With no clear path
the federal rural public transit funds that are
administered by the Wisconsin DOT, SMRT
progress slowed to near halt. It was February.
“Right from the start we had our share of
stops and starts,” says Fletcher.
In August, SMRT proponents once again
inquired with the state about the availability of
resources for the regional system. The answer
— yes — surprised them.
“We were shocked, really,” says Fletcher. “After all the planning and development efforts
we’d gone through the first time, we had to
ask ourselves, do we want to go through with
this again?”
Of course, the answer was yes, and they set
a targeted start-up date of May 2012. In the
meantime, SMRT advocates went about lining
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S.M.R.T.
up the local matching funds from the three
counties, local units of government, businesses and from the towns the system would serve.
The idea all along had been to contract out
the operations of SMRT, and a formal request
for proposals was issued. The response was a
single proposal that was far beyond the project’s budget. Once again, SMRT’s progress
had hit a snag.
“We realized that the issue was buses. In
order to get the type of response we were
looking for, we’d need to provide the vehicles,”
says Fletcher.
Initially, the DOT demurred, telling SMRT
officials that no buses would be available
until 2013. Another roadblock. Recognizing
the growing local commitment to the service,
the state was able to expedite the purchase of
buses making it possible for SMRT to launch
in late 2012. The system used its matching
funds to pay for three 22-passenger and two
accessible vehicles that are wi-fi enabled.
“Our relationship with the state DOT has
been so supportive,” says Fletcher. “None of
us had ever operated a bus service before and
they showed great faith in us.”
A new RFP was issued with the available
buses written into the specifications and this
time several bidders came forward. SMRT
selected Running, Inc., a local transportation
firm headquartered in Viroqua. Running is the
parent company of eight southern Wisconsin
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taxi and transit operations and has nearly two
decades of reliable service to the region. With
the funding situation set, vehicles procured
and operator set, the race to get the system
up-and-running was on.
A Commuter Bus Begins to Serve More
Access to work opportunities was the driving force behind SMRT’s inception, but as its
operations launched in December 2012, additional trips purposes swiftly emerged.
“No doubt, the system started out connecting people across the three counties with
improved job opportunities,” says Wilke. “The
unemployment rate here in Vernon County
has remained higher than the national average
and access to jobs is vital.”
Yet people, right away, began boarding the
buses for health care appointments and to access to colleges and universities located in the
LaCrosse area.
Indeed, the ridership growth on SMRT from
its launch last December to the most recently
compiled month is nothing short of startling.
Ninety passengers boarded the buses during
that first month. Two months later, in February, 964 passengers climbed board SMRT’s
vehicles.
“People are responding and some trips are
nearly full,” says Fletcher. “The wireless internet helps a lot as people have their devices
out as soon as they sit down. We’re going to be
adding bike racks this spring, too.”
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Connectivity Matters
As SMRT grows as an operation, both Wilke
and Fletcher believe that the service and the
additional transportation modes with which
it connects creates the type of flexibility and
ease of use that will appeal to local residents.
“The real goal was to come up with a way
for people to get where they need to go,” says
Wilke. “That sounds obvious, but it wasn’t
easy to do.”
Fletcher agrees: “The buses are almost full
on some runs and people are enjoying not having to do the driving.”
Connectivity is far more than an abstract
theory for a region like southwestern Wisconsin — it is a vital economic driver. SMRT
not only connects together multiple modes of
transportation; more importantly, it connects
together the towns and people that comprise
the region. A connected community offers improved access to jobs, health care, education
and a higher quality of life.
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Beyond the Campus:
Virginia Tech’s Award-Winning Alternative
Transportation Programs

Spring 2013

A broad and growing vocabulary is often
connected with connectivity. Concepts and
strategies such as livability, intermodalism,
complete streets, shared-use vehicles and
more come together to describe an increasingly interconnected community or neighborhood. At Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University in Blacksburg, Va. – more
commonly known as Virginia Tech – that
synergy all occurs on a college campus, one
that has been recognized four years in a row
as among the nation’s Best Places for Commuters.
This past March, Virginia Tech received a
gold award in the annual Race to Excellence
contest sponsored by the Best Workplaces
for Commuters program. The award – which
recognized 23 total workplaces nationwide
– highlighted the university’s multifaceted
Bike, Bus and Walk initiative, which has
raised the profile of alternative transportation options available to the more than
31,000 students and 5,800 faculty and staff
at the institution founded in 1872.
Connecting a College Town
Located in the southwestern reaches of
Virginia, Blacksburg is decidedly a college
town. The life of the community centers
around the vibrancy of the university, and
a large portion of the area’s employment is
dependent on the economic activity fueled
by Virginia Tech. At the same time, university
leaders recognized that the campus couldn’t
sustain a transportation strategy based solely

By Rich Sampson
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on adding parking capacity.

A New Mindset for Mobility

The university began shifting its focus to
alternative transportation options in 2000,
“long before sustainability was a buzzword,”
says Debby Freed, Virginia Tech’s Manager
of Alternative Transportation, a division of
the Parking and Transportation department.
“Adding more parking spots wasn’t the highest and best use of space on our beautiful
campus.”

According to Freed, after more than a
decade, the motivations for the availability of
alternative transportation has shifted among
those who study, work and interact with the
Virginia Tech campus. While the program’s
early adopters were primarily drawn by the
lower impacts on their daily commuting
budgets, today concerns about individual
and public health along with a lower carbon
footprint are just as often decision points as
the affordability of travel.

walking to vanpooling ” says Freed. “Sustainability means many things to our community
these days, and we have options to satisfy all
of them.”
Over the past year, more than 800 students
and another 144 faculty and staff participated in the Bike, Bus and Walk program,
while more than 590 carpool permits were
assigned. Given that the carpool program requires at least two riders per vehicle, at least
1,900 people reached the campus by sharing
rides. Likewise, three different transit providers interact with the Blacksburg campus:
Blacksburg Transit, the regional Radford
Transit and the Smart Way commuter bus

The effort built upon the school’s existing
partnership with Blacksburg Transit, which
allowed students fare free access to the city’s
“It has all coalesced to give a boost to all
transit system as part of their transportation
our alternative transportation programs, from
and activities fee. That broadened into a new
focus on new travel modes beyond singleTransit, bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure works together on Virginia Tech’s Blacksburg campus.
occupant vehicles and even transit buses.
Biking received new priority on campus, with
dedicated paths, covered shelters and bike
racks, while carpooling and vanpooling initiatives were cultivated for faculty and staff.
Ultimately, a new source of revenue
emerged to support these initiatives through
a new membership program – Bike, Bus and
Walk – for students, faculty and staff using
alternative transportation options that would
reinvest in infrastructure and improve the effectiveness of campus transportation options.
“Once participants could witness all the
new amenities and infrastructure made possible by these nominal fees, we’ve received a
great response from the campus community,”
says Freed.
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potentially Christiansburg. Governor Bob
McDonnell’s transportation budget includes
support for an expansion to Roanoke.

affirmation that Virginia Tech’s aggressive approach to alternative transportation is at the
pinnacle of innovation

“We strive to incorporate a balance of approaches to help improve travel within campus and beyond it,” says Freed. “The momentum of our programs suggest there will be
even more opportunities in the future.”

“We are pleased to receive recognition in
this program for the fourth consecutive year,”
says Richard McCoy, the university’s Director of Parking and Transportation. “We are
seeing Virginia Tech students and employees
change their commuting habits.”

The Race to Excellence award is a recurring
Virginia Tech has installed covered bike racks across campus.

connecting Blacksburg and neighboring
Christiansburg with Roanoke.
“We’re working to reduce and manage the
demand for travel more effectively,” explains
Freed. “That includes a recognition that not
everyone can or should travel the same way,
but that the needs of every person are just as
important as the next.”
A Connected Future
The same vision that has fueled Virginia
Tech’s alternative transportation mission for
over ten years has the campus community
poised to realize even greater levels of connected mobility. Freed envisions continued
demand for bicycle use on campus, along
with greater interest in combining walking,
biking and transit use on a daily basis for
many students, staff and faculty. Moreover,
additional regional connections are likely
to emerge, especially if Amtrak service is
extended from Lynchburg to Roanoke and
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Go Public: Two Recent FTA School Transportation
Rulings Reveal Transit’s Solution

In both cases, the solution to serving students was to go public.

By Scott Bogren
The Community Transportation Association
of America and its members have a firm set of
values about the role of community and public
transportation as a way to address the mobility needs of the American people — in any
place and at any time. Moreover, we’ve always
understood mobility’s vital importance in rural
communities and in our smallest towns.

the school year, or day. Some school systems
have increased class size and even shuttered
schools to reduce overhead and operating
costs. Others have dropped courses in the arts,
extracurricular activities, while others seek to
reduce other expenses like school busing.

Twice in recent months, rural communities
in which local residents depended on public transit to take their children to and from
school have found these operations ruled
ineligible by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA). In both cases — Yankton, S.D.,
and Suttons Bay, Mich. — well-meaning and
well-run transit operators were found in violation of federal school bus regulations. In both
cases, the solution to serving students was to
go public.

Both the reduction of traditional school bus
service and the demand for other transportation are important elements for consideration
in rural public transit. Additionally, a school or
educational institution is typically one of the
largest employers in a rural area. For transit
leaders, any look at local travel demand or key
trip origins and destinations will likely find
local schools as a primary destination. In this
case the center of learning in a smaller community is often the center of economic activity
as well.

It can come as no surprise that elementary
and secondary education has been significantly affected by the downturn in state and
local economies. Many states — which fund
much of this effort — have reduced their commitment to education because they lack the
tax revenues. Schools have responded with a
variety of cost-cutting measures like reducing

DigitalCT Magazine spoke with both transit
operators and researched the two most recent
cases, unraveling the nature of both the complaints and their resolution. There are key lessons to be learned from the way both systems
set up the disputed school operations — particularly ways in which to mitigate potential
complaints.
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In both of these cases — as the FTA points
out in lengthy letters to the local transit operators serving school populations — the agencies have run afoul of federal rules designed
to protect private operators. Both cases also
reveal a local environment in which education funding is so constrained that decisions
between transportation or paying teachers are
not the exception, they are the rule.
The role of rural public transit and transportation to education facilities is often confusing. School bus standards and rules at the
state level as well as the protection of private

The real transit solution to
serving students lies in the
idea of exclusivity...As soon
as words like school routes,
student fares and studentsonly service find their way
onto transit websites, are
voiced by drivers or are affixed to the sides of vehicles,
a complaint being lodged is
almost inevitable.
23
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sector school bus providers as a condition for
federal transit dollars are important issues.
Transit agencies trying to define the public
also find such determinations difficult to characterize.
The real transit solution to serving students
lies in the idea of exclusivity. Simply put, when
transit systems — whether urban or rural
— maintain their role of serving the general
public and treat potential school passengers as
members of that public, they will find themselves sufficiently insulated from complaints
and eventual rulings. But as soon as words like
school routes, student fares and students-only
service find their way onto transit websites,
are voiced by drivers or are affixed to the sides
of vehicles, a complaint being lodged is almost
inevitable.
In the two situations we spotlight in this
edition of DigitalCT, the FTA has issued clear
decisions about small transit agencies trying to respond to request for help from local
schools and parents in meeting student transportation needs. In these cases the transit
agencies cannot replace the services offered
by students through a school — but a public
transit agency can provide services to important destinations including schools as part of
its overall public service in the community. A
transit system can also facilitate ways to serve
others who need to work in schools and close
by locations, as well.
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The Federal Rule
To begin with, here’s the actual rule:
(Federal transit formula funding) may be used
for a capital project, or to operate public transportation equipment or a public transportation
facility, only if the applicant agrees not to provide school bus transportation that exclusively
transports students and school personnel in
competition with a private school bus operator.
This (prohibition) does not apply — (1) to an
applicant that operates a school system in the
area to be served and a separate and exclusive
school bus program for the school system; and
(2)����������������������������������������������
 ���������������������������������������������
unless a private school bus operator can provide adequate transportation that complies with
applicable safety standards at reasonable rates.

In other words, the type of
vehicle being used doesn’t
matter — just because
they’re not school-bus type
vehicles doesn’t make the
service allowable.
and in harmony with state educational goals
and programs.
Agreement means a contractual agreement
required under section 3(g) of the Federal Mass
Transit Act of 1964, as amended (49 U.S.C.
1602(g)).

Assistance means Federal financial assistance
for the purchase of buses and the construction
or operation of facilities and equipment for use
If the Secretary finds that an applicant, govin providing mass transportation services under
ernmental authority, or publicly owned operathe Acts, but does not include research, develtor has violated the agreement required under
opment and demonstration projects funded unparagraph (1), the Secretary shall bar a recipient or an operator from receiving Federal transit der the Acts.
assistance in an amount the Secretary considers
appropriate.
Grant contract means the contract between
the Government and the grantee which states
In addition to these rules, a number of
the terms and conditions for assistance under
specific school transportation rule definitions
the Acts.
apply. Here they are:
Adequate transportation means transportation for students and school personnel which
the Administrator determines conforms to applicable safety laws; is on time; poses a minimum of discipline problems; is not subject to
fluctuating rates; and is operated efficiently
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Incidental means the transportation of school
students, personnel and equipment in charter
bus operations during off peak hours which
does not interfere with regularly scheduled service to the public (as defined in the Opinion of
the Comptroller General of the United States,
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B160204, December 7, 1966).
Interested party means an individual, partnership, corporation, association or public or private organization that has a financial interest
which is adversely affected by the act or acts of
a grantee with respect to school bus operations.

local public body is authorized by appropriate
local, State and Federal law to provide regularly
scheduled mass transportation service. This includes all areas which are either: (a) Within an
“urbanized area” as defined and fixed in accordance with 23 CFR part 470, subpart B; or (b)
within an “urban area” or other built-up place
as determined by the Secretary under section
12(c)(4) of the Federal Mass Transit Act of
1964, as amended (49 U.S.C. 1608(c)(4)).

Reasonable Rates means rates found by the
Administration to be fair and equitable taking
into consideration the local conditions which
A closer look at these definitions reveals
surround the area where the rate is in question. several facts, which may serve to explain why
rural transit operations seem to be running
School bus operations means transportation into school bus complaints. Let’s take a look at
by bus exclusively for school students, person- what happened in these two cases.
nel and equipment in Type I and Type II school
vehicles as defined in Highway Safety Program Suttons Bay, Michigan
Standard No. 17.
Suttons Bay is a village of 618 (2010 census) people located on the western arm of
Tripper service means regularly scheduled Lake Michigan’s Grand Traverse Bay. The lomass transportation service which is open to cal transit operator is the Bay Area Transportathe public, and which is designed or modified tion Authority (BATA), a public transit agency
to accommodate the needs of school students which is headquartered some 30 miles south
and personnel, using various fare collections or of Suttons Bay in Traverse City, Mich., BATA
subsidy systems. Buses used in tripper service was founded in 1985 and serves both Leelamust be clearly marked as open to the public nau — where Suttons Bay is located — and
and may not carry designations such as “school Grand Traverse Counties.
bus” or “school special”. These buses may stop
Tom Menzel, BATA’s General Manager, reonly at a grantee or operator’s regular service
stop. All routes traveled by tripper buses must calls the impetus for BATA’s school service in
be within a grantee’s or operator’s regular route Suttons Bay: “School officials in Suttons Bay
service as indicated in their published route approached us about providing this service
because they were facing a severe financial
schedules.
crisis.”
Urban area means the entire area in which a
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To be clear, there never existed a contract
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or financial arrangement between the two.
Suttons Bay School District Superintendent
Mike Murray explains: “The decision to eliminate busing and allow BATA to come in and
take over transporting students in our area
was largely an economic one. The number one
priority in our school district was to preserve
small class size. The $600,000 spent on busing each year equated to between seven and
eight teachers. The decision to drop transportation from our budget was based in part on
the fact that a public transportation system
already exists in Leelanau County (BATA),
which receives federal, state and local support.
A public school system does not receive financial assistance for transportation — money
that Suttons Bay Schools spend on transportation comes directly out of those allocated
in what is called the foundational allowance,
which is operational money that is given to
educate our students.“
Before launching the service now in question, Menzel contacted officials with the
Michigan Department of Transportation who
advised on the service design. “We wanted to
be sure we were meeting the FTA rules,” says
Menzel. BATA began officially transporting
Suttons Bay students on Sept. 7, 2010 with
an operation designed to take advantage of the
FTA’s tripper service exemption.
Here’s how they set it up: BATA developed
what it termed Flex Routes in Suttons Bay
that have fixed stops, but that deviate up
to ¾ of a mile from any of the stops at the
discretion of the passenger. This deviation,
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Open to the public, or exclusivity, is — as is made clear in
both the BATA and Yankton Transit cases — a primary litmus test for the FTA in its school bus regulation decision
making.
according to BATA officials, was required by
the Michigan DOT pursuant to Americans
with Disabilities Act requirements. In the
documentation BATA provided to the Federal
Transit Administration [and to CT Magazine],
the agency described the Flex Routes as, “a
modification of a demand-response systems,
often found in rural areas where there are
many people moving in the same direction at
given times.” The Flex Routes were open to
the public.
In April of 2011, the National School Transportation Association (NSTA) filed a complaint with the Federal Transit Administration
alleging BATA’s Flex Routes were, “evidencing
characteristics of [impermissible] school bus
operations.” The organization — correctly —
pointed out to FTA that BATA began offering
its Flex Routes only after the Suttons Bay
School District announced it was discontinuing its school bus operations. Ironically, the
school system acknowledges that the local
private school transportation operator – when
asked – refused to bid on the service because
it wasn’t profitable.
In its decision, the FTA cited several key
factors in agreeing with the NSTA and thereby
issuing a cease and desist order to BATA.
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First, FTA found that the transit operator’s
published schedule for the routes in question
differed “significantly” from its two other operations — particularly that they didn’t provide
bus stop locations but were rather specific
residential addresses. Additionally, the Flex
Routes only operated one-way in the morning and one-way in the afternoon, with major
service reductions in the summer. These were
cited as, “not minor” modifications to regular
routes to accommodate the needs of school
students.
One of the tenets of the Tripper exemption
to the school bus rules is that service must be
open to the public. On this front, FTA finds
BATA wanting due to the fact that when a
private investigator attempted to ride a Flex
Route, school district personnel called law
enforcement saying a suspicious person was
riding the bus. Further, the Flex Route driver
said that the investigator was the first adult to
ride on the route. Finally, the FTA found that
BATA’s Flex Routes lack the type of bus stop
signage characteristic of the rest of the system.
In its official correspondence with BATA
[which the agency shared with DigitalCT
Magazine for the purposes of this article], FTA
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discusses exactly how it might come to approve of school bus operations like the one in
dispute in Suttons Bay. It’s in this paragraph
that the federal agency draws a roadmap for
BATA and others to follow, defining how an
agency can maintain its public transit characteristics while serving students.
First, FTA notes that its school bus prohibitions do not apply, “unless a private school bus
operator can provide adequate transportation
that complies with applicable safety standards
at reasonable rates.” These same regulations
set forth a procedure, according to FTA, “for
when a grantee wishes to provide school bus
operations… [that] include the notice requirement to all private school bus operators in its
urban area… or a certification in lieu of notice
stating that there are no private school bus operators within its urban area.” BATA, the FTA
notes, has not provided these certifications
or asked the FTA Administrator to issue an
approval or disapproval. Menzel confirms that
as of today, BATA has engaged a consultant to
assist in changing its service to comply with
FTA regulations.
Yankton, South Dakota
In far southeastern South Dakota, Yankton
is a community of 14,000 that is served locally
by Yankton Transit — which is a subsidiary
of the Rural Office of Community Service
(ROCS), a community action agency headquartered in Lake Andes, S.D.
In Yankton — as in Suttons Bay — the local
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school district is under significant financial
constraints and sought assistance from Yankton Transit in transporting children to school.
Yankton is not required to provide transportation to local students inside of three miles.
Yankton Transit’s service was designed to meet
this need, and worked directly with parents
and not with the school district.

Transit routes that serve
school students absolutely
must be treated the same
as all the system’s other
routes — on the internet, in
signage, in vehicles and in
operation.

Yankton Transit provides demand-response,
general public rural transportation serving the
town and with a three-mile extension outside
the city limits. One aspect of the system’s
operation was school transportation, in-town,
to 200 children.

The NSTA filed a complaint with the FTA in
November 2010, alleging that Yankton Transit
was providing service in violation of the FTA’s
school bus regulations. Subsequent to the
complaint, they had someone in Yankton test
the system. When this member of the public
approached a Yankton Transit vehicle in an attempt to board, he was told by the driver: “It’s
a school route, I can’t take any walk-ons.”

“The local school district simply didn’t
have the ability anymore to get these kids to
school,” says Velda Bentson, Yankton Transit
Director.
Yankton Transit, in conjunction with local
parents, set up a process whereby parents paid
a monthly transportation bill for their students. They dropped off their children at predetermined points, and then Yankton Transit
took them to school.
“We didn’t bill the schools for the service,
didn’t use school bus-type vehicles, we operate
in a rural area and because we only provide
previously scheduled demand-response type
trips, we didn’t think any of these services
were exclusive — so we didn’t think we were
in violation of the school bus rules,” says
Bentson.
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The FTA issued its ruling in February, and
found that Yankton Transit must cease and desist all illegal school bus operations — though
the system was granted the ability to develop
a transition plan to ensure transportation to
its school customers for the remainder of the
school year.
In its ruling, FTA responded to the three key
defenses mounted by Yankton Transit. First, it
found that the intent of the school bus regulations is, “to prevent transit agencies receiving
federal funds from competing with private
school bus operators.”
If the simple use of non-school bus-type
vehicles was allowed, FTA found that it would,
“contravene Congressional intent.” In other
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words, the type of vehicle being used doesn’t
matter — just because they’re not school-bus
type vehicles doesn’t make the service allowable.
Second, FTA pointed out that though its
school bus regulations do mention urban
areas, the definition is not the same of the
census-based definition that governs FTA
formula funds (ie: anything under 50,000
population in non-urban). The agency ruled in
February that its school bus regulations apply
to all recipients of FTA funds, regardless of
geographic location. Please see the definition
provided above on page 24 for the exact wording.
Lastly, and most importantly, the FTA decision tackles the issue of exclusivity. Here, the
administration interprets exclusive service
to be one that, “a reasonable person would
conclude as primarily designed to accommodate students and school personnel, and only
incidentally to serve the non-student general
public.” Since Yankton Transit had previously
admitted that no non-students will be allowed
to utilize these routes, FTA concluded that
these routes were in violation.
Of course, the FTA ruling made little sense
to parents in the community, who only saw
their daily method of transporting their student to school ruled illegal. Said one Yankton
parent to the local newspaper: “I’m really
angry… I don’t blame Yankton Transit. They
could have seen this coming, perhaps, but
they got unfairly picked on. As near as I can
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tell, they were targeted by (the NSTA).”
Since the decision was made public, Bentson confirms that Yankton Transit hopes to revise its service to students, make it fully open
to the public and provide this vital mobility
next fall.
Public Transit That Works
In both of the letters in which FTA issued
its rulings to BATA and Yankton Transit, the
agency provides a wealth of information on
how an transit agency can and must maintain
its general public characteristics while serving
a student transportation that will not violate
its school transportation regulations.
Open to the public, or exclusivity, is — as
is made clear in both the BATA and Yankton
Transit cases — a primary litmus test for the
FTA in its school bus regulation decision
making. If your system serves school students,
you must make certain that these students are
treated identically to all members of the general public. Both schools and students must
be considered in the same manner all origins
and destinations are within the system. Failure
to do so is asking for a complaint. Also, don’t
look to the idea of providing the service in rural areas or in non-school bus-type vehicles as
the grounds for an exception to the school bus
regulations. They are not.
One state DOT official we spoke with for
this article cited the reasonable person test as a
key standard to gauge whether or not a public
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transit operation serving students is violating the law. Said the official: “if a bus is filled
with students and these is no room for any
other passengers and that’s regularly the case,
then you’re going to look to a passersby like an
exclusive school service. That’s going to be a
problem.”
Clearly, driver training is essential. Once a
system is developed in accordance with federal rules, drivers must be trained to never
bar other passengers from boarding an opento-the-public vehicle. As soon as a driver, well
meaning as he/she may be, says that a bus is
only for school kids or that it is closed to the
public, a transit system is in danger of both
having a complaint lodged and losing its ability
to provide the service. The same goes for use
of such terms as school rates, school routes,
school trippers, etc., on an agency web site.
These are all red flags for illegal school transportation service.
NSTA Consultant Jim Seal recently said to
the Yankton Press & Dakotan: “What we periodically do in the rural areas is go to the websites of the transit agencies. Yankton caught
my eye for one simple reason: It had a student
fare rate. That tells me something right there.
It lays the basis for providing a school bus
service.”

Transit routes that serve school students
absolutely must be treated the same as all
the system’s other routes — on the internet,
in signage, in vehicles and in operation. Any
easily identifiable difference between routes
is likely to result in an official complaint. One
state DOT official I spoke with said that using
phrases like school service or school routes
on a system’s website, route maps or in other
places is like waiving a red flag in front of an
angry bull.
The FTA provides additional details about its
ability to approve an exemption to its school
bus transportation prohibitions. Local public
transit operators must provide proof of notification to all local private operators, showing no interest in providing the service or the
inability to provide the service with a private
operator meeting applicable safety standards
at reasonable rates. A transit operator cannot
simply state that these two conditions exist
in the service area in question, but must go
through the notification steps and then submit
these procedures to the FTA Administrator
who will issue an approval or disapproval.
The so-called Tripper service exemption was
developed in the late 1970s — before today’s
rural public transportation program even
existed and therefore, heavily favors larger

The message is clear: be prepared to show that general public
and students both ride any route that includes school services,
regardless of whether it is fixed route or demand response.
Previous Page
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transit operators using fixed-route operations.
Yankton Transit does not operate any fixed
routes — and also schedules all of its trips 24
hours in advance and never allows anyone to
walk onto its vehicles without a prior reservation. The system also only worked directly
with parents on the transportation of students,
not the school system itself. Yet the FTA ruled
it was a violation because no member of the
public ever rode the school route and that no
mixing of the general public and students ever
occurred, the service was an exclusive student
transportation service. The message is clear:
be prepared to show that general public and
students both ride any route that includes
school services, regardless of whether it is
fixed route or demand response.
Perhaps, too, the tripper exemption needs
to be re-examined. Rural transit operators
who provide demand-response services as the
staple of their transit should be able to serve
school children with such service as long as
they are open to the public, at standard fares
and in their regular vehicles. In such cases, for
all intents and purposes, the students being
transported are nothing more than members
of the general public. DigitalCT proposes a rural public transit tripper exemption, much like
the current urban one, that delineates how
such services would maintain their general
public charcteristics and thus be exempt from
the school transportation rules.
Another key takeaway from the Yankton
and BATA tribulations: the NSTA is actively
searching for cases where it can file com-
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plaints. In fact, the organization will use
private investigators to test community and
public transportation’s services whenever and
wherever it perceives that students are boarding transit buses. Good faith is not a part
of this process — it does not matter to the
NSTA that no private operator can provide
the service in these communities in a manner that meets the budgetary constraints of
local school systems. In neither Yankton nor
Suttons Bay will the school board now seek
to contract for student transportation with an
aggrieved private operator. Yankton’s school

Many smaller towns and
communities are currently
in the midst of significant
budget constraints that will
increasingly place bus service
— whether it’s privately
contracted or provided
directly by the school district
— at risk.

The perfect compliment to Digital CT is our bi-weekly E-Newsletter, CT Fast Mail. Delivering the latest news on transit policy from the nation’s capitol, developments from
across the country, research and analysis publications and information on resources
and technical assistance from the Community Transportation Association and other
partners, CT Fast Mail is the most direct location for the most relevant news and updates in the industry.
And it’s free to sign-up! Simply send an email to fastmail@ctaa.org and you’ll be connected with the next issue of CT Fast Mail. In the meantime, view the latest edition at
www.ctaa.org.
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board voted any such spending down. In both
communities, students and parents will simply
have to come up with another way.
This issue of rural public transit operators
entering into providing school bus service is
not likely to go away. Many smaller towns and
communities are currently in the midst of significant budget constraints that will increasingly place bus service — whether it’s privately
contracted or provided directly by the school
district — at risk. Many more community and
public transit providers will be asked to help
out their communities and pick up the slack.
And let’s be clear: the motivation of these
local community and public transit providers
is not to put private entities out of business,
but rather to best serve their communities and
their neighbors. Community and public transit
leaders are often asked by local school boards
and mayors to assist with transportation — local leaders who often contribute to the budgets of community and public transit.

and following the FTA’s rules — or submitting
the proper information for a waiver — community and public transit systems around the
country can continue to provide public transit
service to students. But as the two cases detailed in this article suggest, it is best to seek
assistance from state, regional and federal
partners in setting up these services to ensure
they meet current regulations.

Follow Us on Twitter!
For the latest news, developments
and policies in community and public
transportation, follow @CTMag1 on Twitter.
Also, follow @RAILMag for the same
coverage of the passenger rail industry.

In Grand Traverse, Mich., a local chamber
of commerce official wrote to the FTA after
its BATA ruling, noting: “… in the instance
of the Suttons Bay Schools, we have a public
transportation solution or no solution at all.” A
Michigan State Representative from the area,
Wayne Schmidt, agreed in a letter to the FTA
stating: “it is either this solution [BATA’s provision of service to the Suttons Bay Schools]
or no solution under the present situation.”
Under the right set of circumstances, maintaining services available to the general public
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Connectivity
Encapsulated:

Nashville Sets the Stage for Transit Momentum with BRT Route
Although the Nashville, Tenn., region is
one of the nation’s fastest-growing metropolitan areas, it has largely avoided introducing
a high-capacity transit network appropriate
for its size and growth trends. That’s why the
planned East-West bus rapid transit (BRT)
corridor is so vital to the region’s future. The
7.1-mile route – which will be dubbed The
Amp, in recognition of the city’s music legacy
– is projected to carry more than 1.3 million
riders each year and serve as the cornerstone

Linking People and
Destinations Beyond
Wheels & Rails
When many people think of transit connectivity, they’re immediately drawn to systems involving wheels: buses, trains, vans, bikes, and
more. But numerous communities employ less
traditional – but no less effective – means of
moving people to build connections between
neighborhoods, destinations and services.
Here, we take a look at some of these unconventional modes and strategies, from bus
rapid transit in Nashville and transit-oriented
development in Orlando, to novel travel
modes such as inclined planes, ferry systems
and aerial trams.

of a growing transit network.
Although the region has explored rail transit options in the past – and currently offers
Music City Star commuter rail service between downtown Nashville and Lebanon – hesitation over the cost and disruption of rail lines have led local leaders and transit planners to seek a more scalable introduction to high-capacity transit. As part of the strategy
to introduce The Amp’s East-West line, the city’s Metropolitan Transportation Authority
recently received a $1.2 million grant from the Rockefeller Foundation to help communicate the details, benefits and construction impacts of the $175 million project.
“As America’s cities continue to grow, leaders understand that public transportation is
critical to encouraging economic development and to making their communities more
livable and attractive,” says
��������������������������������������������������������������
Nick Turner, the Rockefeller Foundation’s Managing Director. “It is what their citizens want, and high-quality BRT delivers.’’
Indeed, local leaders – such as Nashville Metro Councilman Peter Westerholm – are
cognizant of the need for the BRT network’s first line to establish momentum for an enhanced and interconnected transit network crucial to the region’s long-term prosperity.
“We need this project to succeed from day one, because Nashville doesn’t just need
one BRT line, we need an entire network of more efficient transit services,” says Westerholm. “And the only way we go from having one transit line to a network is if the first
one is highly successful.”
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Establishing an Identity for Downtown Orlando
One of the chief criticisms of the central Florida region from those visiting from
other metropolitan areas is the seeming lack of a bustling downtown district in Orlando. Of course, local residents will point to the estimated 65,000 daily daytime workers, residents and visitors in downtown Orlando in a city that was first settled in 1875.
Nonetheless, new synergy and activity is expected to invigorate the district with the
arrival of the SunRail regional rail service in 2014.
At the center of the 61-mile route connecting DeLand with Poinciana will be a trio of
SunRail stations in downtown Orlando, linking existing commercial, retail and residential activity with new development centers, including the 5.6-acre transit-oriented
development project at the LYNX Central Station on Garland Avenue. The project –
recently approved by the city’s Municipal Planning Board – will include 275 residential apartments, a 126-room hotel, office space and
ground-level retail and restaurants. It will be one of the largest mixed-use development projects in the region.
In addition to forthcoming SunRail trains, the LYNX Central Station facility already is the central transfer location for the region’s
LYNX bus system, which carries more than 84,000 daily riders. The confluence of transit riders arriving by both bus and rail along with
all-day activity generated by mixed-use development is intended to chart a new course for an increasingly vibrant downtown Orlando,
where a host of activity centers, economic engines and community services are co-located at or near transit nodes.
“With LYNX Central Station, we have the emergence of the sustainable, walkable, transit-oriented development we’ve been talking
about,” said Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer.
“We’re very excited,” says Marc Reicher, Senior Vice President of Rida Development Corp., which owns the development paracel. “We
have the best multimodal site in Central Florida. This is going to further establish transit-oriented development and further establish the
central business district.”
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Inclines Demonstrate Importance of Short Trips

First Mile, Last Mile;
High Mile, Low Mile

Pittsburgh’s twin inclined planes – Duquesne and Monongahela
– are among the city’s most iconic fixtures. The late Fred Rodgers – himself a Pittsburgher – patterned his famous neighborhood
model trolley after the after the Duquesne Incline’s signature redand-yellow motif. These hallmarks of the Three Rivers city’s identity were constructed more than a century ago not to lure tourists,
but to provide fast, safe and efficient mobility across challenging
but highly-traffic terrain.
Today, the dual inclines are not merely historical relics, but thriving components of Pittsburgh’s transportation network. The Monongahela – known locally as “The Mon,” opened
in 1870 – experienced a more than 10 percent jump in ridership from 2011 to 2012. Last
year, the funicular – owned by the Port Authority of Allegheny County – carried more than
1.25 million riders, representing growth of an additional 121,500 passengers. The Mon is
easily accessible by the Port Authority’s light-rail network via its Station Square stop at the
incline’s lower level station, with transfers available from light-rail trains and buses.
“There are people who use the Mon Incline to commute back and forth to work daily,
but its largely a destination for visitors,” says Port Authority Spokesman Jim Ritchie. “For
people coming to Pittsburgh who are looking for things to do, travelling on the Mon Incline and the Duquesne Incline are on just about every list you see.”
The Mon’s counterpart – likewise bearing a clever local nickname, The Duq – is located
about a mile upriver on Grandview Avenue and also reported increasing ridership, adding 2.5 percent more passengers in 2012 than the year before. Operated by the privatelyrun Society for the Preservation of the Duquesne Heights Incline, The Duq opened in
1877 and can also be reached by the Port Authority’s Route 40 bus route and accepts the
system’s passes and tickets as fare. Elsewhere, inclines in Johnstown, Pa., Chattanooga,
Tenn., and Los Angeles, Calif. all noted growing ridership on their funiculars.
(For more information on inclined planes in Pittsburgh and Johnstown, see RAIL #8 and in
Chattanooga, see Community Transportation, Winter 2008)
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When discussing connectivity, the concept of mobility links designed to serve the
first and list mile of a trip is often a key
facet of discussion. In addition to biking,
walking, shared-use vehicles and bicycles
as well as streetcars and circulator buses,
another mode is increasingly under consideration to serve these short travel segments: aerial trams and gondolas.
Long-employed in mountainous regions
in Europe and ski facilities everywhere, a
moving cabin suspended from a hanging
wire is often a solution to rocky landscapes
and gorges and valleys that separate communities not all far removed from each
other. Portland opened its Aerial Tram in
2006 to connect the Oregon Health &
Science University (OHSU) campus atop
Marquam Hill with the city’s South Waterfront district below to connect with the
Portland Streetcar system. Travelling a distance of 500 up and 3,300 feet in length,
the Tram carries more than 3,700 riders
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Transit Over the Water

per day and honors passes from local transit systems. Frequent commuters on the
three-minute trip can purchase an annual
unlimited pass for only $100, while OHSU
students, faculty and staff ride free.
Elsewhere, the Roosevelt Island Tramway in New York City has operated since
1976 and compliments local subway service. Austin, Texas is considering several
gondola lines to respond to the region’s
rapid growth, while community leaders in
Washington, D.C. and northern Virginia
have proposed a aerial tram to span the
Potomac River between Georgetown and
Rossyln, where no direct Metro rail connection is on the immediate horizon and
the existing Key Bridge is at perpetual
gridlock during peak periods.
“If you’re talking about an area that’s
small enough and dense enough, and just
from a pure economic standpoint, when
you’re looking at medium-sized cities that
don’t have the tax base to support such
large civic projects like subway systems, it
just makes a lot of economic sense,” says
Michael McDaniel, a proponent of the
Austin gondola plan. “That’s something
where we don’t compete for the same congested real estate that you do with lots of
other mass transit systems.”

When most people think of community and public transit systems, they usually envision a vehicle with wheels of
some kind. Even the non-traditional inclined plains and
aerial trams use wheels to drive their cables. But for several
communities across the nation, transit riders utilize ferries
to traverse the bodies of water that separate their places of
residence and work.
The nation’s most extensive ferry transit networks is found
in the state of Washington. Eleven unique ferry routes operate across the Puget Sound,
connecting many of the state’s largest communities, including Seattle, Bremerton and
Edmonds, as well as international service between Anacortes, the San Juan islands and
Victoria Island, British Columbia. Additionally, Kitsap Transit provides its own local ferry
service, with two routes connecting Bremerton with Annapolis and Port Orchard across
the Sinclair Inlet. The system is working to refurbish its ferries and terminals over the
coming years.
“We’re trying to make good decisions to create longevity with the terminals, and the federal
funds will augment local funds,” says Wendy Clark-Getzin, Planning and Capital Programs
Director for Kitsap Transit.
Other communities also make use of water transit to enhance their portfolio of options.
The New York Metropolitan Transportation Authority’s Staten Island Ferry carries more
than 75,000 daily passengers on eight vessels travelling between Manhattan and its
namesake borough. Substantial ferry networks also exist throughout New England, the
Mid-Atlantic states, North Carolina, the Midwest, Louisiana, across the Great Lakes and
California’s Bay Area and Southern California regions, as well as stand-alone ferry lines
elsewhere.

(For more information on the Portland
Aerial Tram, see Community Transportation, Winter 2007)
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The DigitalCT Discussion:

Members of the Tualatin, Ore. Job Access & Mobility Institute (JAMI)
Team Discuss Connectivity
Last November, seven community-based
teams met in Rossyln, Va., for the Job Access
& Mobility Institute (JAMI) to conduct an
intensive design thinking process to improve
mobility options in their communities.
Here, the team from Tualatin, Ore., – comprised of representatives of regional transit
providers, the Tualatin Chamber of Commerce, employment and workforce development professionals, transportation planners,
business leaders and civic activists – offer
updates on their efforts since the Institute
and discuss connectivity in the region.
DigitalCT: Tell us about Tualatin.
Tualatin JAMI Team: Tualatin is situated on
I-5 and is predominantly located in Washington County, with a small section of the
city in neighboring Clackamas County. It is
located 13 miles from Downtown Portland,
and 24 miles from Portland International
Airport. The populations was 22,791 at the
2000 census and was estimated at 26,693 as
of 2009. Tualatin is one of the fastest growing communities in the state, which makes
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The Tualatin team at work at the Job Access & Mobility Institute (JAMI) in November 2012, with CTAA’s Charles Rutkowski (left), who
served as the team’s facilitator.

planning for the future the city’s top priority. Community leaders are working together
to direct growth, while preserving the city’s
hometown atmosphere. We have a very
diverse workplace with great Industrial, commercial, premier retail and major medical
located here. We also have wonderful parks
and trails that will eventually connect us to
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the entire Metro Region.
DigitalCT: Talk about the diversity on your
JAMI team.
Tualatin JAMI Team: Our Team is amazing! We have representatives from the City
of Tualatin, Westside Transportation Alli-
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ance, Ride Connection, Workforce Oregon,
TriMet (regional transit provider), Enterprise
Ride Share and two retired volunteers with
extensive transportation and urban planning
background. We could not have asked for a
better team.

focusing on connectivity, how does your team
and its project build connectivity in Tualatin?

DigitalCT: Detail the JAMI process, the idea
of design thinking and the team’s goals.

• Workforce comes from the entire region,
mostly by single occupancy vehicles due to
lack of transit options.

Tualatin JAMI Team: The JAMI process
helped us to narrow our focus on what we
could actually realistically achieve. We
came home from DC identifying the following problem: Lack of sustainable and viable
transportation options in the NW employment corridor. Here are some highlights of
our challenges:

• Businesses now operate 24/7 shifts with
schedules ranging from 10-12 hours per
shift.

• Some businesses have employees traveling
from 50-75 different zip codes.
• Workforce is ethnically diverse with many
having English as a second language.

• All employers sited transit as a major obstacle to doing business in Tualatin in order
• 18,000 employees travel into Tualatin every to hire the best employees with the required
skills needed.
day with 21,373 employees in total.
• 9 large employers have been interviewed.
They represent 2600 employees, a 12.2%
sampling of the total workforce.
• Employers include: HuntAir, Lam Research, Precision Wire Components, Leviton, LightSpeed, Pacific Natural Foods,
McLane, Veris & DPI NW Specialty Foods.
• 3 Additional employers will be interviewed
with the next couple of weeks: UPS, JAE
and Fujimi Corporation.
DigitalCT: In a DigitalCT magazine edition
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DigitalCT: Why is connectivity important
from the perspective of your team members?
Tualatin JAMI Team: Our timing was perfect because both the City of Tualatin and
Region have been working on how to better link the communities through transit.
Through our surveys of major employers in
the study area we confirmed the regional
problem of employees traveling all over the
region for jobs. Some companies had more
than 70 different zip codes traveling into
their workplace mostly by single occupancy
vehicles. In other words, people are not
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living where they work. So, to encourage
employees to use transit there has to be a
very well designed, reliable support system
that will allow an employee to get to work
on time. Even though our ultimate solution is less than what our possible outcome
might have been we are very pleased to have
developed a “Pilot Program” based on a fixed
route Shuttle Van system that will support
the NW Industrial Corridor with peak hour
service, Monday-Friday. The Shuttle system
will provide the critical last 2-3 miles of service from bus and train stops. We wrote two
grants to fund the Pilot and were awarded
a JARC grant of $157, 516 for fiscal year
7/1/13-6/30/14.
Overall, the JAMI program has been a tremendous success in Tualatin. It brought
together many different partners and allowed
us to work towards a common goal. That
partnership created a solution that resulted
in JARC funding for fiscal year 7/1/136/30/14. Thanks to JAMI, Tualatin is considered to be a leader in the region for creating transit solutions for moving employees to
their jobs, reducing single occupancy vehicles, reducing congestion and greenhouse
gasses. It’s a win-win, any way that you look
at it.
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ARE YOU READY?

Test Your Skills in Passenger Service and Safety Among the Nation’s Best Drivers at
the 24th Annual National Community Transportation Roadeo
June 1 – 2, 2013 – Albuquerque, N.M.

Full details available at www.ctaa.org/expo
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Rides For Ridgefield to Consolidate
Mobility Information
Beginning on May 1, residents in Ridgefield,
Conn., will have access to a single source of
information for all transportation options.
Rides For Ridgefield will serve as a centralized point for mobility management, providing information, counseling and reservation
services for the region. After a year, the program expects to coordinate volunteer driver
programs and conduct more intensive travel
training.
As a nonprofit organization, Rides For Ridgefield is focused on meeting the mobility
needs of the entire community – especially
those of seniors and people with disabilities – by better utilizing existing services and
filling gaps in information and familiarity of
those options. An estimated 14 percent of
Ridgefield residents are seniors, with people
with disabilities representing another 12
percent of the population. The organization
expects to offer many of its services through
a strong network of volunteers.
“Transportation is very often a quality-of-life
issue for seniors and the mobility disabled,”
said Dr. Margaret Thompson, a spokesperson
for Rides for Ridgefield. Although there are
a number of volunteer-based, governmentsupported and privately run transportation
services available to Ridgefield residents,
there are transportation needs which are not
currently covered. It is these gaps in service
that Rides for Ridgefield plans to address.”
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Washington’s RiverCities Transit Launches
Express Route
Shaving off anywhere from a half hour to
an hour and a half off existing travel options
between West Longview and the Three Rivers Mall in Kelso, RiverCities Transit – formerly known as Cubs-Bus – launched its new
express route in mid-April. Although the new
line connects the two destinations in just 24
minutes, riders previously needing to make
the seven-mile trek needed to take several
routes that could produce a two-hour travel
time. Service on the route will run from 7:00
a.m. to 7:00 p.m. every hour until June, when
five new buses will arrive to boost the frequency to half-hour headways.

“The public passed the sales tax increase
to provide more service, and we’re going to
put more service out there,” said RiverCities
Transit Manager Corey Aldridge. “It’s taking a lot longer than the public had hoped,
but it’s coming this year, and more next year.
We’re looking at providing the maximum
amount of service that will allow the public
to move about the community the easiest.”

Coachella Valley’s North Shore to Debut
SunBus This Fall

After elected officials and community leaders in the North Shore region of California’s
Coachella Valley worked for years to create
new community transit service, the results
of their effort will be visible this fall with the
The express route marks the first service
debut of a new route of the SunLine Transit
increase in the region in 15 years, and marks Agency’s SunBus. The new service will operthe start of an effort to double service by
ate on weekdays and provide five round-trips
2014 supported by sales tax revenue approved each day. Geared to respond to the specific
by voters in 2008. Buses on the West Long
needs of low income workers, seniors and
View – Three Rivers Mall route – along with
people with disabilities, the new route will
other lines – stop at the Kelso-Longview Mul- connect employment locations, medical oftimodal Transportation Center, which serves
fices and local retail establishments.
Amtrak’s Cascades and Coast Starlight trains
SunBus service to the North Shore will begin
as well as Greyhound intercity bus routes.
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in September and utilize the system’s signature alternative fuel vehicles. A two-year
demonstration period has been established
to evaluate the line’s ridership and effectiveness.
“It’s very important that these folks that have
very limited means have an opportunity to go
to a doctor’s appointment or other shopping
opportunities than this little tiny store right
here,” says Riverside County Fourth District
Supervisor John Benoit. “SunLine has long
maintained one of the cleanest and well
maintained fleets. They were the first in the
nation to have a complete natural gas fleet.”

New Mule Town Trolley to Restore
Beloved Historic Bus Route
After receiving a pair of trolley buses from
a neighboring community who no longer
had need of them, the South Central Area
Transit Service – a part of the South Central Tennessee Development District – will
inaugurate the Mule Town Trolley in and
around Columbia and Maury County early
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this summer. The new service will largely be
patterned after the fondly-remembered Polly
Bus Line, a privately-operated bus service
that connected Columbia and Mt. Pleasant decades ago. The Mule Town Trolley
will operate from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
from Wednesday through Saturday and 1:00
– 6:00 p.m. on Sundays, offering low fares
to all riders and even greater discounts to
seniors, people with disabilities and veterans.
Both trolley buses are fully accessible.
“The first thing that come to mind was,
‘Man, I could bring the old Polly Bus Line
back,’” said Sanford Potts, Transportation
Director for the South Central Tennessee
Development District. “Years ago when I
was a teenager, or prior to being a teenager,
there was a bus that went from Mt. Pleasant
to Columbia every day, and it was called the
Polly Bus Line. I think a lady owned it and I
guess her name was Polly, and she may even
drove the bus. She would take workers to
Columbia, and she would take people from
Mt. Pleasant into Columbia to do shopping.”
Growing Lakewood, N.J. to Create
Transit System
Responding to more than a decade of continual growth, New Jersey’s Lakewood Township
will initiate its own transit system later this
year. Between 2000 and 2010, Lakewood’s
population skyrocketed by 54 percent, leading to requests for local mobility options beyond the existing commuter-oriented service
to neighboring industrial parks. To support
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the new service – to be dubbed Lakewood
Mass Transit – New Jersey Transit recently
approved a combination of federal and state
investment to purchase six new vehicles.
Initially, two routes will be launched to serve
the town’s major employment, retail, residential and health care locations, with additional
routes possible later. Fares are expected to be
set at $1.
“The routes includes a lot of the big draws,
shopping access and trips to the workplace,
which will draw lots of riders,” said Steve Reinman, Lakewood’s Deputy Township Manager. “We’re trying to get cars off the road
and make things affordable so people don’t
have to carry the expense of a second car.”
Southeastern RTA Expands Evening
Transit Service
On April 22, the Southeastern Regional
Transportation Authority (SRTA) – which
operates in Massachusetts’ South Coast
region, including Fall River and New Bedford – expanded service on weekday evenings
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“We really need people to ride. If people ride
and show this is important, it will be easier
to make the case we need to continue the
service.”

New Benefits for Members!
Join Today!
Becoming a member of the Community Transportation Association of America presents an ever-growing pool of
benefits and services, including:
• New Certified Safety and Security
Manager (CSSM) Training
• Access to the Insurance Store at
CTAA
• The Latest Policy Analysis and an
Effective Voice in Washington
• Technical Assistance Programs and
Information Resources
• Discounted PASS Driver Training
and Certification

to accommodate the needs of employmentrelated trips. Four routes each in Fall River
and New River now operate until 9:00 p.m.
STRTA hasn’t provided evening bus service
since the 1970s. The service expansion was
made possible through an agreement with
the Amalgamated Transit Union (ATU).

Become a member of the Community
Transportation Association today by
contacting our Membership Director,
Caryn Souza, at 202.294.6527 or
souza@ctaa.org, or visit www.ctaa.
org/join.

“Our drivers realize it is important to provide
this service and to have a job,” said ATU Local 1037 President Gary Pires. “We haven’t
had night bus service since the early 1970s.
It is time to offer it again.”
“It is something we wanted to do for a
while,” said SRTA Administrator Eric Rousseau. “It makes sense for the community.
“It is difficult to use the bus for work if the
bus runs stop at 6 p.m. This was an easy decision. The hard part has been paying for it.
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Intermodalism...
Economic Development...
Land Use and Values...
The only publication
telling the real story of
today’s passenger rail revival

ANNOUNCING

The Competitive Edge:

Making Community and Public Transit
the Best Alternative for Medical Transportation

$6.99 US
$10 Canada

Today there is never-before-seen complexity in the non-emergency medical transportation field. Limited
$6.99 US
$10 Canada

For subscription information
contact Scott Bogren at
bogren@ctaa.org

funding combined with growing patient loads has states seeking intermediaries that can control costs
through competition. Community and public transportation providers must become efficient, safe, costeffective and accountable to maintain these important medical transportation services. The Community
Transportation Association, in response to requests from its members, is introducing a new initiative this
fall —the Competitive Edge — which will give community and public transit providers the tools, resources
and benefits they need to make them central players in this new medical transportation environment. Here’s
what the Competitive Edge encompasses:

1

Sign up for our
monthly FastMail for
RAIL Enewsletter by
emailing
fastmailrail@ctaa.org

2

DigitalCT and Full Accessibility
As with everything we do at CTAA, we strive to ensure that our
publications are fully accessible to everyone. In the production of
this digital publication, we only employ widely used technology
that comes standard with most computers. The pdf files we
create are those most commonly used by readers of such files.
That said, we know that we can always improve this publication’s
accessibility and we’d like your help. We want everyone to be able
to make best use of this digital magazine. If we can provide any of
the articles or content in a different format, please let us know at
cteditor@ctaa.org.
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The Competitive Edge Training
CTAA has developed an all-new training course that combines and
emphasizes the following topics:
• Value: Determining the true cost of service
• Pricing: Lowering your costs to be competitive
• Negotiation: Winning through persuasion
• Accountability: Building a recordkeeping and reporting process
• Training: Focusing on the patient
Access to the Transit Industry’s Best Resources and Training
You don’t need to have all the answers, you need to have access to
them when you need them. Here’s how the Competitve Edge helps:
• Peers and Information Sharing: CTAA will put you in contact with
your industry peers, where you can learn from experience
• On-Line Library and Resource Holdings: The most timely resources, news and research, all housed on CTAA’s medical transportation website
• CTAA staff: Our professional staff are always available to offer
analysis and insight
• Important training and certification programs such as the Certified Safety and Security Manager, PASS Driver Certification, and
the soon-to-be released Medi-PASS Driver Certification.
Valuable CTAA Member Benefits
As part of the Competitive Edge initiative, the Association has
developed a cohesive set of benefits to ensure your operation is
efficient and cost-effective:
• The Insurance Store: Through an exclusive agreement with Arthur
J. Gallagher Insurance, members can access the best coverage at
the lowest price
• Energy Program: CTAA members pay less for fuel and energy with
our FleetCards program and other energy management initiatives

Please go to www.ctaa.org/competitiveedge to learn how you can bring the Competitive Edge to your state. As
always, CTAA training staff are available to help tailor this new program to your precise needs. Please call Charles
Dickson at 202.247.8356 or email dickson@ctaa.org for all the details on this unique opportunity!
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ABOUT US
Community Transportation Magazine is the voice of the Community
Transportation Association, a national association dedicated to making
mobility alternatives available to all Americans. The Association’s Board
of Directors provides national leadership and direction for the Association. The Board relies on the special expertise of its State and Tribal
Delegate Council to assist in their important efforts.
OUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS: Ann Gilbert, President; Barbara Cline,
CCTM, Vice President; Moses Stites, CCTM, Treasurer; William McDonald, Secretary; Ann August; Charles Carr; Rochelle Cotey; Santo
Grande, CCTM; Robert P. Koska; Dave Marsh; John McBeth; Elaine
Wells; Fred Schmidt, PhD.; David White, CCTM and William Osborne.
Ex-Officio Directors: Dan Dirks CCTM; Jo Ann Hutchinson, Reginald
Knowlton, CCTM; Richard Doyle; Roland Mross.
OUR STATE & TRIBAL DELEGATE COUNCIL: Alabama • Taylor
Rider; Alaska • John Kern, CCTM; Arizona • Jeff Meilbeck; Arkansas • Betty Bradshaw; California • Jeff Webster; Colorado • Hank
Braaksma, CCTM; Connecticut • Doug Holcomb; Delaware • Ken
Bock, CCTM; Florida • Cathy Brown; Georgia • Barbara Hurst; Hawaii •
George Reioux, CSSO; Idaho • Heather Wheeler; Illinois • Tom Zucker,
CCTM; Indiana • Rebecca Allen, CCTM, CTSR; Iowa • Mark Little,
CCTM; Kansas • R.E. (Tuck) Duncan; Kentucky • Beecher Hudson; Louisiana • Donna Lavigne; Maine • Jim Wood; Maryland • Nancy Norris,
CCTM; Massachusetts • Jack Mastrangelo; Michigan • Dan Wedge;
Minnesota • Mike Ness; Mississippi • John Johnson;   Missouri • Dorothy Yeager, CCTM; Montana • Ron Wenger; Nebraska • Kathi Schildt;
Nevada • Debbie Dauenhauer ; New Hampshire • Van Chesnut; New
Jersey • Carol Norvis, CCTM; New Mexico • David Harris, AICP; New
York • Damon Mustaca, CCTM; North Carolina • Randy Bass; North
Dakota • Linda Freeman, CCTM; Ohio • Kristina Reider; Oklahoma •
Charla Sloan, CCTM; Pennsylvania • William Peterson, CCTM; Rhode
Island • Doug Wood; South Carolina • Lynnda Bassham; South
Dakota • Ronald Baumgart; Tennessee • Chris Kleehammer; Texas
• Lyle Nelson; Utah • Todd Beutler, CCTM; Vermont • Jim Moulton;
Virginia • Curtis Andrews; Washington • Kelly Scalf; West Virginia •
David Bruffy; Wisconsin • Greg Seubert. Tribal Delgates: Eastern Band
of Cherokee Indians • Kathi Littlejohn; Navajo Nation • Lee Bigwater;
Sitka Tribe of Alaska • Camille Ferguson
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An Exciting Member Benefit: Take Control of
Your Insurance
The Insurance Store at CTAA offers a menu of insurance and employee benefits products and services available to CTAA members through leading insurance professionals at Arthur J Gallagher Risk Management Services, Inc. and
Gallagher Benefit Services, Inc., subsidiaries of Arthur J. Gallagher & Co.
Through group buying power, CTAA members can obtain more comprehensive
coverage, superior customer service, state-of-the-art risk management services
and more competitive insurance pricing for their employees and their systems.
Take control of your insurance; own it, don’t rent it.

Technical Assistance
How do you know if you have the right amount of insurance? The Insurance
Store at CTAA can provide you tools to help evaluate your current program
through a variety of techniques including coverage analysis and comparison,
loss analysis and forecasting. Contact us now for a comprehensive confidential
insurance review.

Risk Management Services
Our goal is to help you manage your overall cost of risk, and obtaining insurance coverage is only one part of that. The Insurance Store at CTAA can support your objectives by managing the claims-handling process, by helping you
identify major areas of exposure, and by bringing you additional ways of managing risk.
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Visit The Insurance Store at CTAA for Full Details
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